7. STA bus magnetic tickets
STATS tickets
Following complaints about the MetroTen system involving fraud by placing a clear
cover over the ticket to take the machine imprint, a trial of equipment was organised
from Software Services, AES and Delairco-Bartrol in early 1990. At that stage 207
types of tickets were on issue.1 AES was awarded a contract for driver-operated
Datafare 2000 machines with magnetic multiride and periodical ticket examination
carried out by remote Pro-Data (‘green’) machines supplied from Belgium under
contract to AES. The new system would eventually be compatible with rail and ferry
ticket systems. Selected newsagents also sold them. Bus 3383 toured all depots in
June. Trials commenced on route 165 (South Curl Curl-Wynyard) on 16 September
1991 in advance of machines being fitted to all Sydney and Newcastle buses. Plain
paper cash fare tickets are issued 2 and TravelTen tickets replace the MetroTen.
Initially only pensioner excursion and orange TravelPass were also recognised by the
machines. From Term 1 1992 pink computer produced passes were issued for free
school travel so they could be used in the AES machines. Automatic fare collection
(ACF) was extended to Newcastle from 28 June 1992. The new TravelTen tickets
were introduced generally from 3 August and TravelPass weekly, Bus Tripper and all
day tickets were converted to AFC operation. Demonstrations of State Transit
Automated Ticket System (STATS) took place at selected shopping malls using the
STATS trailer converted from the front section of bus 1906. 3 The last of the orange
MetroTen machines were removed from Sydney buses on 31 August and Newcastle
buses on 18 September 1992. New style FerryTravel+ tickets were phased in between
17-31 August. Similar to the bus TravelPass, they can be used in both bus and ferry
validators. From 28 August magnetic strip TravelPass tickets went on sale at bus
depots and newsagents and have an expiry date stamped on them at the point of
purchase. However as railway stations did not have compatible systems until
introduced progressively from May 1993, old style TravelPass tickets continued to be
sold.
In this section every design seen has been illustrated. However not all values may
occur on each printing.
1. Trial 1991-2 Value:$30+
a) Pensioner Excursion

1

See FL 7/1991 for photocopying fraud involving Travel passes by university students.
With advertising on the back from 1/7/2002. Discount vouchers for various products, as organised by
BusPak.
3
Now in the B&TM. Reviewed by I Dunn in Ticket News at the time which also shows a discount
voucher for the purchase of the dip tickets and the message on the back of each referring to the trial.
2

7. STA bus magnetic tickets
b) TravelTen

c) Weekly Travelpass

7. STA bus magnetic tickets
2. Normal issue
a) Pensioner Excursion Sydney unless stated

Newcastle

Ferry & private bus

7. STA bus magnetic tickets
b) TravelTen
Sydney; Adult & concession; blue red, brown, green, yellow, orange, Pittwater, 2
zone (various)

7. STA bus magnetic tickets
c) Weekly Travelpass
Sydney; Adult & concession; blue red, brown, green, yellow, orange, Pittwater, 2
zone (various)

7. STA bus magnetic tickets
Newcastle; Orange, pink, yellow, green

d) Newcastle timed tickets

Left: Phone 61 8933, Phone 4961 8933 (not shown), Phone 131 500 (not shown)
e) Single ride Sydney

f) Quarterly & Yearly Plastic

